This paper investigates the resource allocation problem in vehicular communications based on multi-agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG), in which each Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication acts as agent and adopts Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) technology to share the frequency spectrum that pre-allocated to Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. Different with conventional D2D communications, the fast varying channel condition due to the high mobility in vehicular environment causes the difficulty of collecting instantaneous Channel State Information (CSI) at base station. Meanwhile, one tremendous challenge faced by vehicular communications is how to maximize the sumrate of V2I communications simultaneously guaranteeing the latency and reliability requirements for the transmission of safety-critical information in V2V communications. In response, we formulate the resource allocation problem as a decentralized Discrete-time and Finite-state Markov Decision Process (DFMDP), in which allocation decisions are made by multiple agents that do not have complete and global network information. Due to the complexity of the problem, we propose a DDPG algorithm which is capable of handling continuous high dimensional action spaces to find the optimal allocation strategy. Numerical results verify that each agent can effectively learn from the environment by means of the proposed DDPG algorithm to maximize the sum-rate of V2I communications while satisfying the stringent latency and reliability constraints of V2V communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of sensors and wireless communication technologies, the emergence of vehicular communication aiming to enhance the experience of daily driving and paving the path to intelligent transportation and autonomous driving has attracted great attention from both industry and academia. Vehicular communications also referred to as vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications, which include Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) connections [1] . Different
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yuan Gao . types of vehicular communication links usually have different service requirements. For example, V2I communications concentrate mainly on sum-rate of data while V2V and V2P communications concern more on latency and reliability. Recently, several existing communication standards have been investigated in literature to realize vehicular communications, such as Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) [2] and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [3] , both of which are based on IEEE 802.11p standard. Moreover, in order to obtain the accurate Channel State Information (CSI) in vehicular communications, an IEEE 802.11p-based inter-vehicle cooperation channel estimation method was proposed in [4] , in which the accurate VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ CSI can be obtained by utilizing single or multiple vehicle measurements. Simulation results shown that the estimation performance and the safety-critical data transmission rate were improved. However, the latest studies in [5] and [6] have exposed some inherent defects of IEEE 802.11p-based standards in terms of scalability, mobility management and guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) as its physical and link layers are originally designed for low mobility communications. To settle these shortcomings, the 3 rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has started projects to support diverse QoS requirements of V2X by exploiting the widely investigated Device-to-Device (D2D) communications in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and upcoming 5G cellular networks [7] - [9] . Without loss of expectation, D2D communications have shown great potential in satisfying the QoS requirements in V2X and simultaneously supporting for high mobility [10] . Therefore, in this paper, we consider resource allocation for D2D-based vehicular communications, where each V2I communication shares frequency spectrum with multiple V2V communications and different vehicular links have diverse QoS requirements.
A. RELATED WORKS
In D2D communications, one major problem faced by both industry and academia is how to mitigate the mutual interference between D2D and cellular links and optimize resource utilization, and this problem will be more severe in the forthcoming heterogeneous cellular networks [11] . Thus, an effective resource allocation scheme is of great importance. In [12] , a three-step method which jointly considers spectrum allocation and transmission power control was proposed to maximize the network throughput while guaranteeing the QoS of both D2D and cellular links. Simulation results validate that the method can significantly improve the performance in terms of D2D access rate and network throughput. However, this work did not consider the influence of mobility speed of users. Thus, it may not available to the vehicular environments. In [13] , a more challenging research on utilizing D2D networks to deliver mobile video was investigated. The authors proposed to integrate the random mobility of users in mobile opportunistic D2D networks with crowdsourcing to push mobile video. In order to stimulate users, the authors modeled the interaction between depositories and provider as a reverse auction. Furthermore, an online auction algorithm was proposed to maximize the utility of the provider. Unfortunately, resource allocation schemes in conventional D2D communications are extensively studied towards low mobility scenarios [14] - [16] , in which instantaneous CSI can be fully obtained. However, due to the high mobility in V2X communications, the fast varying channel condition suppresses the acquisition of high-precision CSI. The resource allocation scheme designed for D2D communications cannot be directly applied in V2X communications. The channel uncertainty issue should be carefully considered in implementing D2D-based V2X communications. Along this line of thought, several previous researches have been done related to resource allocation in V2X communications for different objectives, including network throughput, latency, outage probability and the tradeoff between different objectives. In [17] , a location-based resource allocation scheme for D2D-based vehicular communications was proposed. In this scheme, authors considered the spatial resource that could be reused by D2D terminals to improve the sumrate. However, in vehicular communications, the transmission latency and reliability are more important than sumrate. Meanwhile, the authors also assume that the full CSI can be obtained, it is not reasonable. In [18] , a resource allocation scheme utilizing the slowly varying large-scale fading information of channels to maximize the throughput of V2I links with the constraints of Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of V2V links was proposed. However, the small-scale fading of the channel was not considered in this work. Contrarily, we consider ergodic Rayleigh small-scale fading for all sub-channels in our work. The resource allocation schemes in [19] and [20] can guarantee the reliability and latency requirements of V2V links. However, the authors only considered the transmission latency. The queueing latency which normally cannot be ignored was not taken into account. Although the influence of queueing latency in V2X communications was investigated in [21] - [23] , the instantaneous CSI is assumed in most of existing literatures, which may not consistent with realistic situations. Despite there are various existing investigations in literature intended to exploit traditional optimization methods to solve the resource allocation problems in V2X communications, they found difficulty in fully address the problem, in which diverse QoS requirements should be guaranteed. This type of optimization problem is normally NP-hard, and the optimal solutions are usually difficult to obtain. Fortunately, machine learning has shown impressive potential in addressing decision-making problem under uncertainty and it has been applied in communications and networks fields [24] , [25] . In [26] , a reinforcement learning framework was proposed to address the resource allocation problem in vehicular clouds to fulfill the dynamic and diverse requirements of different entities. However, this method only can handle low-dimensional state-action space, which is not realistic in vehicular network. Meanwhile, the computational complexity and the convergence speed of this method was not evaluated. A Markov Decision Process (MDP)-based pilot placement optimization problem in vehicular communications was investigated in [27] , the authors developed an enhanced pilot placement scheme to jointly evaluate the dynamics of the channel state in time and frequency domains. Simulation results validated the effectiveness of the proposed pilot optimization policy. In [28] , an online reinforcement learning based distributed vehicle association scheme in V2X communications was investigated to make load balancing among heterogeneous BSs. However, the spectrum allocation and transmission power control of each vehicle and BS were not described. A multi-agent reinforcement learning based spectrum sharing method was proposed in [29] to jointly optimize the sum capacity of V2I and payload delivery rate of V2V links in vehicular networks. The method leveraged on a proposed fingerprint-based Q-network algorithm to obtain the optimal solutions. Similarly, the authors of [30] propose a decentralized deep reinforcement learning based resource allocation scheme for V2V communications. This scheme enables to find the optimal sub-band and power level without the global network information. Meanwhile, authors demonstrated that the proposed scheme could be applied to both unicast and broadcast scenarios. However, both [30] and [31] assumed that the selectable transmission powers are discrete and limited to four power levels to control the action space with a low dimension. In practice, many applications in vehicular communications have continuous action space, in which deep reinforcement learning based scheme cannot be straightforwardly applied.
B. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a resource allocation scheme to support concurrent V2I and V2V communications based on Mode 4 specified in 3GPP cellular V2X framework, in which vehicles have a pool of orthogonal frequency spectrum resources that can be selected for V2X communications [32] . In order to improve the spectrum efficiency, we suppose that the sidelink V2I spectrum can be reused by V2V communications with Uu interface under proper interference management. The contributions of this work are summarized in the followings.
• We consider a resource allocation problem for V2X communications to maximize the sum-rate of V2I communications and guarantee the latency and reliability of V2V communications with the joint consideration for both frequency spectrum allocation and transmission power control.
• We formulate the resource allocation problem to be a decentralized Discrete-time and Finite-state Markov Decision Process (DFMDP), in which the state space, action space and the reward function are tactfully designed. In addition, to keep the realistic, we consider a continuous action space, and thus a Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) framework is proposed to solve the problem.
• Through numerical analysis, we validate that the V2V communications enable to learn from the interaction with environment and figure out the optimal strategy to enhance the network performance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our system model is presented in Section II. After that, the corresponding resource allocation problem is formulated and the proposed DDPG framework is elaborated in Section III. In Section IV, the simulation setting and results are discussed. Finally, we give the conclusions in Section V
II. SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first present the system model of the V2X communications. After that, we propose a resource allocation scheme which jointly considers frequency spectrum allocation and transmission power control to maximize the sum-rate of V2I communications meanwhile guaranteeing the latency and reliability of V2V communications. We formulate the resource allocation problem to be a decentralized DFMDP by designing state space, action space and the reward function, respectively.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In this treatise, the scenario we considered includes a single cellular based vehicular network which is illustrated by Figure 1 . The multi-cells based vehicular network scenario which may involve mobility management mechanism is out of scope of this work. Base Station (BS) is located at the center of the cell with radius R, while M V2I communications are denoted as V 2IC = {1, 2, . . . , M } and N pairs of V2V communications are denoted as V 2VC = {1, 2, . . . , N }. Each V2V pair has a transmitter (V2V_TX) and a receiver (V2V_RX). We assume that each V2I communication uses pre-assigned orthogonal cellular uplink spectrum resource. The total available bandwidth is denoted as B total , and B total is divided into M sub-band with the bandwidth of B total /M allocated to each V2I communication. To improve the spectrum efficiency, we suppose each V2V_TX with the NOMA technology can reuse the uplink spectrum that pre-occupied by V2I communications. This assumption is reasonable because of the less intensively use of uplink resource and the stronger anti-interference ability of BS. For simplicity, we suppose each V2V pair cannot multiplex more than one uplink spectrum assigned to V2I communications at a time and the spectrum of each V2I communication can be shared by maximum number of z V2V pairs simultaneously. Therefore, we define a binary parameter
indicates whether the j-th V2V pair reuses the spectrum resource that pre-allocated to i-th V2I communication. Thus, the assumption can be expressed as Equations 1 and 2:
Furthermore, we take the mutual interference between V2I and V2V communications into consideration and derive the SINR of i-th V2I communication and j-th V2V communication over the m-th sub-band (∀m ∈ M ) as Equations 3 and 4, respectively:
is the channel gain of j-th V2V communication over m-th subband. n 0 is the noise power, which equals to B total M · ρ n , where ρ n is the density of noise. I j V 2V [m] is the total interference to the j-th V2V communication on m-th sub-band which can be expressed as Equation (5):
is the channel gain between k-th V2V communication and j-th V2V communication over m-th sub-band.
Specifically, due to the instantaneous CSI cannot be acquired accurately in vehicular communications, especially while the vehicle mobility speed is high, in this model, the channel gain takes into account of both large-scale fading and small-scale fading. The channel gain on m-th sub-band g [m] can be represented as Equation (6):
where, α denotes the large-scale fading which includes path loss and shadowing. It can be modeled as 
and
As mentioned in Section I, the goal of this paper is to design a resource allocation scheme to maximize the sum-rate of V2I communications which can be defined as
to support the high transmission rate entertainment applications. Meanwhile, due to the fact that the V2V communications concentrate mainly on stringent latency and reliability requirements for the safety-critical information while the sum-rate is not significant important. It is difficult to formulate the latency and reliability constraints directly into the optimization problem as it may involve more assumptions and increase the computation complexity. For the sake of convenience, we convert the latency and reliability constraints of V2V communications into a metric of delivery probability which takes both latency and reliability into account. More specifically, we define the delivery probability as the probability of successfully deliver the payload of V2V communications with the size of B bits within an acceptable time T . The delivery probability can be expressed as Equation (9):
where, B denotes the size of the payload generated by V2V_TX which depends on the vehicle mobility and the advancement of driving services supported by the vehicle. T cct is the channel coherence time in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system. Practically, we assume that the buffer of each vehicle has the finite size and served in first in first out fashion. Moreover, we can obtain the update function for the buffer queue length of jth V2V transmitter as Equation 10 :
where, TL t j is the packet queue length of j-th V2V_TX in t-th coherence time slot, TL max j is the maximum queue length of j-th V2V_TX
To this end, the problem of maximizing sum-rate of V2I communications simultaneously guaranteeing the stringent latency and reliability of V2V communications can be formulated as:
Subjects to :
where, (11b) means that each V2V communication cannot reuse more than one spectrum resource assigned to V2I communications and the spectrum resource that pre-allocated to each V2I communication can be shared by maximum number of z V2V pairs at a time. (11c) depicts the sum-rate of each V2I communication should achieve the minimum required sum-rate threshold R th . (11d) gives the constraint on delivery probability which indicates that the probability of the V2V payload with size of B bits be delivered within a certain time should be larger a delivery threshold. (11e) denotes the update process of the instantaneous buffer queue length of V2V_TX, the status of the queueing packets makes a significant influence on the latency, thus we should take packets queueing latency into account for the V2V communications.
(11f ) and (11g) presents the transmission powers of both V2I and V2V transmitters cannot exceed the maximum power level to avoid the serious interference.
B. DFMDP MODEL
Typically, a DFMDP can be defined by a tuple (S, A, p, r) , in which S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, p is a transition probability from state s to state s (∀s ∈ S, ∀s ∈ S) after action a(∀a ∈ A) is performed and r is the immediate reward obtained after a(∀a ∈ A) is executed. We denote π as a policy which is a mapping from a state to an action. The goal of the proposed DDPG framework is to find the optimal policy as denoted π * to maximize the reward function over a finite time horizon in the DFMDP. In the meantime, it is worth mentioning that the basic framework of reinforcement learning algorithm consists of two components which are agent and environment. In this model, each V2V communication is considered as an agent and interacts with the unknown environment to obtain experiences, which are then iteratively learned to get its optimal policy. Since, each agent explores environment in a distributed fashion and makes strategies decision based on their own observations. Therefore, we formulate the resource allocation problem into a decentralized DFMDP. The detailed tuple in our proposed model are defined as follows:
1)The state of each individual V2V communication can be denoted as s j ∈ S, which can only be acquired through their own observation from the environment. In this model, we define the state space is a set of states can be observed by V2V communications, which includes the local channel information such as g 2) The action a(∀a ∈ A) in this scenario should be the resource allocation variables. In this model, we define the action space is a set of actions can be taken by V2I and V2V communications that including the transmission power (p i V 2I and p j V 2V ) and spectrum multiplexing factor (ρ V 2IC i ,V 2VC j ). In this work, we assume that the total spectrum is divided into M orthogonal sub-bands, each of which is pre-allocated to one V2I communication. By means of ρ V 2IC i ,V 2VC j , we can obtain the spectrum allocation strategy. However, the transmission power practically takes continuous value even if some existing works in literature made assumption that the transmission power can be discrete [29] , [30] . More realistic, the transmission power is continuous ranges from [−100, p max ] dBm in this work. It should be noted that the choice of −100 dBm effectively represents the transmission power is 0. Consequently, the dimension of the action space is continuous which results the conventional Deep Q-Network (DQN) in deep reinforcement learning without the capability to handle with the action space. To solve this obstacle, a DDPG framework is proposed in this paper.
3)Obviously, the purpose of making resource allocation for V2X communications is to select the proper spectrum bands and transmission powers that optimize the different QoS requirements of both V2I and V2V communications. Hence, the reward r should consider two aspects: the sum-rate of V2I communications as expressed in Equation (11a) and the delivery probability of V2V communications which is given in Equation (11d).
However, the reward value-based algorithms such as Monte Carlo [32] and Temporal Difference (TD) [33] algorithms have some shortcomings in practical applications, for instance they cannot process the tasks in continuous action space efficiently and the final solution may not be global optimal. From above analysis, we intend to adopt a policy-based algorithm in this paper. The goal of our proposed DDPG framework is to find out the optimal policy π * (s j ) → A for each state in each V2V communication complete state-action space.
III. DDPG FRAMEWORK FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION
To address the decentralized DFMDP problem, classical Q-learning and deep Q-network algorithms are effective tools. The core idea behind Q-learning algorithm is define value function V π (s j ) → r to represent the expected value can be obtained by policy π from each state s j ∈ S. The value function V π quantifies the goodness of the policy π via an infinite horizon and discounted MDP that can be represented as Equation 12 :
Because our goal is to find out the optimal policy π * , the optimal action at each state can be found by means of the optimal value function as Equation 13 :
If we denoted Q * (s, a) r k s k , a k + γ · E π [V π s k+1 ] as the optimal Q-function, the optimal value function can be rewritten by V * (s) = max a {Q * (s, a)}. The Q * (s, a) can be obtain through iterative process according to the Equation 14 :
where, α is the learning rate to determine the impact of new information to the existing Q-value, γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. However, the Q-learning algorithm can get the optimal policy when the state-action spaces are discrete and the dimension is small. As a result, Q-learning algorithm may insufficient to find the optimal policy within the acceptable time practically. Benefits from the considerably investigation of deep learning techniques, reinforcement learning has shown a significant enhancement by adopting DQN instead of the Q-table in original Q-learning algorithm to derive the approximate value of Q(s k , a k ). Therefore, the Q-value of DQN in time slot k can be rewritten as Q(s k , a k , θ), where θ is the weight of Deep Neural Network (DNN). After the approximation, the optimal policy π * (s) will be presented by Equation 15 :
where, Q * (s, a) is the optimal Q-value via DNN approximation. DQN will choose the approximated action a k+1 = π * s k+1 . Then the approximatedQ(s k , a k ) can be given as Equation 16 :
The value of θ is updated by minimizing the loss as expressed in Equation 17 .
Algorithm 1 gives the DQN-based resource allocation algorithm Algorithm 1 The DQN-Based Resource Allocation Algorithm 1. initialize replay memory D to 10000 2. initialize the Q-network Q with random weights ω 3. for episode = 1 to M do 4. Initialize the V2I and V2V communication scenario, receive initial observation state s 1 5. for k = 1 to K do 6. select a random action a k (actions are sub-band allocation and transmission power control with the probability ε 7. Otherwise select a k = argmaxQ * (s k , a k , ω) 8. perform action a k and observe immediate reward r k and next state s k+1 9. store transition (s k , a k , r k , s k+1 ) in D 10. select randomly samples c(s i , a i , r i , s i+1 ) from D 11. the weights of the of DNN are updated by using stochastic gradient descent with respect to the ω to minimize the loss as Equation 14 12. update the policy π s k = arg max a k+1 Q * s k , a k+1 , ω after every a fixed number of steps 13. end for 14. end for Despite the deep reinforcement learning algorithm is superior to the classical Q-learning algorithm as it enables to solve problems with high-dimensional state spaces, but it still cannot handle with the situation in which the action space is continuous. This is because the deep reinforcement learning algorithm relies on the selection of the best action to maximize the Q-value. However, it is infeasible to find the optimal action in a continuous space. In the light of this, we propose to use DDPG framework to optimize the resource allocation problem for V2X communications in this work. DDPG algorithm is first proposed in [34] , in which the authors introduce a model-free off-policy actor-critic algorithm using DNN to learn policies in continuous action space. In fact, the fundamental concept of DDPG algorithm is to integrate DNN into Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG) algorithm proposed in [35] to improve the learning efficiency. The key idea of DPG algorithm is the policy function and Q-value function can be approximated by two networks, namely, actor network and critic network, respectively. These two functions maintain a parameterized actor function µ (s; θ µ ) with parameter vector θ which specifies the current policy by deterministically mapping states to a specific action. The critic Q (s, a ) is learned by using the Bellman equation as in Q-learning. The actor is updated by applying the chain rule to the expected return from the start distribution J . The update of actor network can be derived as Equation 18 . It is valuable to mention that the exploration is the major challenge for the learning in a continuous action space, which requires the target values should be updated slowly to improve the learning stability. Therefore, the θ µ and θ Q in target networks should be updated slowly with the tracking on the learned networks.
Based on this update rule, DDPG algorithm was introduced to learn competitive policies by using DNN. In DDPG algorithm, we can rewrite the policy function to a = π(s; θ µ ) and Q-value function to Q(s, a; θ Q ), in which θ µ and θ Q represent the weight of DNN in actor network and critic network, respectively. Without the loss of generality, the goal of the policy function is to maximize the long-term cumulative reward expectation with discount rate of γ as expressed in Equation 19 :
= argmax µ E µ r 1 + γ r 2 + γ 2 r 3 + . . . +γ k−1 r k (19) We present the proposed DDPG-based resource allocation algorithm in-detail in Algorithm 2.
IV. SIMULATION RESLUTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, performance of the proposed DDPG-based resource allocation scheme and the features of V2X communications are investigated. Simulation studies are carried out by using MATLAB and Tensorflow 1.0 to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme with other two comparison schemes: (1) deep reinforcement learning based resource allocation scheme and (2) random resource allocation scheme. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we evaluate the performance metric in terms of sum-rate of V2I communications and the delivery probability of the V2V communications in various different network settings.
A. SIMULATION SETTING
In simulations, we consider a scenario that includes a single cellular network with the radius of 1000 m. BS is located at the center of this topology with the carrier frequency of 2 GHz. The setting of this simulation is based on the Manhattan case specified in 3GPP TR 36.885 [36] , in which the vehicle drop models, speeds, densities, and vehicular channels are described in detail. In this simulation, there are Algorithm 2 The DDPG-Based Resource Allocation Algorithm 1. Initialize replay memory D to 10000 and mini-batch to 200 2. Randomly initialize the weights of actor network θ µ and critic network θ Q , respectively 3. Initialize the target network with weights θ µ ← θ µ and θ Q ← θ Q , respectively 4. for episode = 1 to Mdo 5. Initialize the V2I and V2V communication scenario, receive initial observation state
, and TL t j ) 6. for k = 1 to K do 7. Select a random action a k = µ s k | θ µ + N k (actions are sub-band allocation and transmission power control, N k is the exploration noise) 8. Perform action a k , get the immediate reward r k and next state s k+1 store transition (s k , a k , r k , s k+1 ) in D 9. if the replay memory D is full, do 10. Randomly sample mini-batch of C transitions
Update the θ Q in critic network by minimizing the loss:
. Update the θ µ in actor network by using the sampled policy gradient: 17 . end for end for total 9 blocks with both the line-of-sight (LOS) and non-lineof-sight (NLOS) channels. The vehicles are dropped on the lane randomly with the mobility speeds range from 30 km/h to 60 km/h. The maximum distance of each V2V pair is set to 200m. M V2I communications are conducted by using M pre-allocated orthogonal cellular uplink sub-band. N V2V communications are formed between two nearby vehicles by reusing the sub-band that pre-occupied to V2I communications. Meanwhile, we assume that the number of N is three times of the number of M. This assumption is to ensure that all the sub-bands are fully reused by V2V communications and it also can verify the robustness of the proposed scheme. In our DDPG framework, we set 200 time instants for each episode and each performance metric will be averaged to reduce the instability. The DNN utilized in both actor and critic networks contain three fully connected hidden layers, in which 500, 250 and 120 neurons are set respectively. The activation function of rectified linear unit (ReLU) is adopted which is defined as Equation 20 .
The learning rate is set to 0.01 initially and decreases exponentially to 0.001. The -greedy policy is used to balance the exploration and exploitation with the value of is set linearly annealed from 1 to 0.02 [37] . For each configuration, we generate 100 independent runs and average the performance of sum-rate of V2I communications and delivery probability of V2V communications. All of the detailed simulation variables used in this paper is summarized in Table 1 . Figure 2 illustrates the comparison of the optimization process for sum-rate of V2I communications between the proposed DDPG-based algorithm and DQN-based algorithm. In this simulation, we set the number of vehicles to 60. The simulation result gives an observation that DQN-based algorithm performs better than DDPG-based algorithm before 42 episodes. After 42 episodes, the DDPG-based algorithm starts to outperform the DQN-based algorithm owning to the implementing of DNN in both actor and critic networks. It is worth noting that the DDPG-based algorithm is unstable initially. However, as the episodes increase, the performance trends to stable. Meanwhile, the DDPG-based algorithm outperforms the DQN-based algorithm for over approximate 26% after 120 episodes. Moreover, it is clear that DDPGbased algorithm performs quite stable after 71 episodes rather than 120 episodes for the DQN-based algorithm in this scenario, which indicates that DDPG-based algorithm achieves convergence faster than the DQN-based algorithm. Figure 3 presents the sum-rate of V2I communications versus the different number of vehicles. From the results, it can be observed that as the increase of the number of vehicles, the sum-rate of V2I communications decrease for all schemes. This is because the number of vehicles increase results the number of V2V communications increase, thus the interference from V2V communications to V2I communications grow which causes the drop of sum-rate of V2I communications. However, it is clear that the proposed DDPG scheme achieves the highest sum-rate of V2I communications and random resource allocation scheme with the worst sum-rate of V2I communications. This is due to the fact that the random resource allocation scheme allocates sub-band and transmission power randomly which generates catastrophic mutual interference between V2I and V2V communications. Furthermore, as compared with deep reinforcement learning scheme, even if deep reinforcement learning scheme can find the optimized resource allocation strategy, but the strategy may not be the global optimum as the states of transmission powers are continuous. It is worth noting that the proposed DDPG scheme enables to find the optimal resource allocation strategy with the probability 100%. Figure 4 gives the average delivery probability of V2V communication while different numbers of vehicles are deployed. In this simulation, we set the payload B for each V2V communication with the constant size of 1Mb. From the results, we can find that as the number of vehicle increases, the average delivery probabilities decrease for all schemes, including the proposed DDPG scheme. This is because that more vehicles are deployed will cause more mutual interference between V2I and V2V communications. However, the proposed DDPG scheme still gives the better performance as compared to other two schemes throughout the tested cases. Remarkably, the proposed DDPG scheme is capable of guaranteeing the average V2V delivery probability above 90% even in the worst case in which 120 vehicles are deployed. Moreover, in conjunction with the results from Figure 4 , we can validate the robustness of the proposed DDPG scheme against the variation of the number of vehicles meanwhile satisfying the requirements of both V2I and V2V communications. Figure 5 depicts the average delivery probability of V2V communication versus different payload size B of each V2V communication while the number of vehicle is set to 60. We can observe from the results that the proposed DDPG scheme gets highly desirable performance throughout all the cases. This is due to fact that the proposed DDPG scheme always enables to find the optimal sub-band spectrum allocation and transmission power control strategy to maintain the delivery probability of V2V communications. The worst case is that when the payload size of each V2V communication increases to 1.6Mb, the average delivery probability still achieves 95.6%. In other words, the proposed DDPG scheme has the capability to guarantee the latency and reliability requirements for V2V communications in a high mobility vehicular network. Looking at other two schemes, deep reinforcement learning scheme has the second performance with the delivery probability above 80%. The worst case appear while the payload size increases to 1.6Mb, as the payload size increases, due to the deep reinforcement learning scheme cannot fully guarantee the latency of each communication, and thus the delivery probability will drop. Similarly, the random resource allocation scheme has the worst performance as it allocates sub-band spectrum and transmission power randomly. that the average sum-rate of V2I communications decreases as the vehicle speed increases. This is due to the growing vehicle speed causes the fast varying of channel condition which results in more packet loss meanwhile the growing speed generates more interference between V2I and V2V communications which also reduces the sum-rate. In spite of this, the proposed DDPG scheme still achieves the best performance among three schemes as the proposed DDPG scheme enables to adjust the resource allocation to the optimal strategy dynamically. Figure 7 plots the average delivery probability of V2V communications while different mobility speeds are set to the vehicles in V2V communications. The velocity of vehicles in V2I communications are randomly distributed between 30 km/h and 60 km/h. Similarly, as the vehicle speed increases, the average delivery probability of V2V communications decreases. This is due to the reason that higher mobility speed in V2V communications causes the more stringent latency constraints which further reduces the delivery probability. However, from the results, it is clear that the proposed DDPG scheme still enables to obtain the good performance even when the mobility speed is set to the maximum value of 120 km/h.
B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

V. CONCLUSION
The main motivation of this paper is to study the resource allocation scheme for V2X communications underlaying cellular networks. Unlike the traditional D2D communication, V2X communication is characterized by stringent diverse service requirements. Specifically, the sum-rate of V2I communications and the latency and reliability of V2V communications should be guaranteed simultaneously. In this paper, we jointly consider the frequency spectrum allocation and transmission power control, formulated the resource allocation problem into a decentralized DFMDP with the goal of maximizing the sum-rate of V2I communications meanwhile guaranteeing the delivery probability of V2V communications. Due to the high complexity of the problem, we also propose a DDPG framework to solve the problem. Through extensive simulation, it is shown that the proposed scheme enables each agent adaptively learn from environment to satisfy the V2V communications constraint while maximizing the sum-rate of V2I communications. However, in this paper, we did not give an in-depth analysis of the robustness of the proposed DDPG algorithm. Future work will investigate the robustness of DDPG algorithm to obtain better understanding on when the trained actor network and critic network need to be updated and how to perform such update efficiently.
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